A True Trip Through The Cosmos…
Above and Beyond never fails to amaze me. Their recent track Distorted Truth has all us
trance lovers raging. We get all the feels and that upbeat tempo all in all the matter of 4
minutes and 19 seconds. Jono, Tony, and Paavo have mastered this skill for years and
always keep us on our toes. Their music takes us on a roller coaster (or space ship) journey.
The track has been dropped multiple times throughout their sets and I’m finally happy they
released the long-anticipated track. The track takes you on a journey just like it did for me.
In admiration of the track, I’m getting ready to take you on a journey of literature through
music. Not only give this song a 5-star rating but also take you on a trip to the cosmos.
*Group Therapy with Above and Beyond* voice.
Before you continue reading I would advise to grab some headphones and look up
Above & Beyond- Disturbed Truth. If you don’t have access or you’re unable to listen
at the moment, we’re linking the track below! Get ready for a trippy story time.

Track Review: Distorted Truth With Above & Beyond
Rocketship preparing for takeoff. Blasting off into the orbit at 18,000 miles per hour. Hitting
some rocky turbulence but it’s still a smooth ride. Space cadets are holding on and getting
ready to hit the dawn of the universe. The lights are flickering and everyone is holding their
breath just thinking of Issac’s Newton third law of motion. It’s time to “Push the Button”
and let gravity do its thing. Hearts are beating fast but this will be a trip of a lifetime.
Time is still…
You can’t even hear your thoughts. You finally decide to open your eyes and there it is. The
galaxies hues of blues, reds, and purples. A sight that our human senses can barely make
sense of but evokes the mind. The solar system is glistening from the reflection of the stars.
You almost forget you’re human for a second. You’re just drifting into the extraterrestrial
abyss floating in space. Previous aircraft wreckage slowly passing by. “You’re half a world
away but in my mind, I whisper every single word you say and before you sleep at night you
pray to me your lucky star your singing satellite.”
You see the “Sun and Moon” from a different perspective…
You start to realize you kind of miss home and want to get back to your loved ones and tell

them all about your cosmic venture. Direction heading back to earth. The space ship
zooming back home at record speed. *Waves at the little green man* we are safely back in
Earth’s atmosphere. Until our next space expedition, we’ll meet again.
Now I know what you’re thinking. “What did I just read?” (Now you want to try reading
again but with the headphones this time) Even if you’re not a trance lover I know this had to
have blown your mind somehow! This is how I felt and what I pictured when listening to this
track. I escaped from reality (my mind in the clouds, literally) and let the music take me to
another dimension. I hope you enjoyed our first trip together and Above and Beyond’s
Distorted Truth with me! Until next time little dreamers, stay PLUR.

What do you guys think about Distorted Truth?
Comment below and make sure to tell us what you
think! Tag a friend who would love this track!

Check out More Above & Beyond Here
Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | Soundcloud
Also, don’t dare forget to check our BRAND NEW EDM & Music Festival Gear on
our Merch page!

Check out some unnecessary but EPIC,
Festival Items for 2017 in this 2017
Festival Guide -> HERE

